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Week 1: Introduction to Neuromarketing  
Managing Marketing Investment Risk:
- marketing activities often come with multi million dollar investments 
- the goal of marketing efforts is to create a shift in peoples behaviours
- achieve this by gaining and using an understanding of consumers, to then capitalise on 

this understanding with exposure 
- marketing activities come with allocated budgets 
- needs to have a deep understanding of consumers to initiate a shift in behaviours 
- Promotional efforts’ return on investment costs is difficult to predict 

Marketing research methods (traditional)
- Qualitative: focus groups, ethnography, personal interviews (gain more in depth 

information)
- Quantitative: online/phone/mail surveys and rating (gain more reach and project-ability)

Problems of reliability on individual’s self report over feelings and thought processes 
- study: North, Hargreaves and McKendrick 1999 

- implemented 2 different types of wine bottles of French and German appearance 
- played different styles of music on different days
- after purchases interviewed consumers on their purchase reasoning 
- found a 3:1 ratio of purchasing aligning with the style of music being played 
- only 1/44 people identified music as an influential factor into their purchasing 
- 86% said that music didn't impact their purchasing 
- helped to show a gap between behaviours and the self reported reasoning behind 

purchase actions 
- people are not really aware of why they make consumer decisions 

Study: Winkielman et al 2005  
- orange juice taste testing sessions with a subliminal image series depicting either 

someone smiling or frowning on the background 
- found a large increase in the perceived value and price depiction per glass in happy 

conditions 
- Shows that value of products shifts with subliminal stimuli we are exposed to 

Confabulation: self reflection biases 
- clinical neuroscience research suggests that we have a left-brain interpreter that 

manufactures explanations over behaviour 
- generates conscious thought processes in response to largely automatic trains of 

thought that run through mental life
- found in split-brain surgery that was implemented to treat severe epilepsy 

Limitations of these traditional methods of consumer research 
- subconscious thought processes biases our perception of out own purchase decisions 
- Our awareness of thought processes is limited 



Week 12 : Neuromarketing Ethics
Neuroethics: the guidelines for beneficial and non-harmful research 

Protection of Consumer Autonomy

- fair market practise with freedom of choice is highly valued by consumers and government

- Wilson 2008 model: it ignores the influence of other signals to the perception of value, like cost 
signals (insula), the context framing (MPFC) and self-control (DPFC)

�

- instead of this control over value signal, NM works to enhance the effectiveness of campaigns 

- Just because the reward centre is activated, this does not alway leads to behaviour, as we apply 
other signals as consumers, so there isn’t such thing as a mind controlling irresistible campaign 

- wanting does not equate to compel to buy, as we inflict control over behaviour that can inhibit 
these drive to consume 

- behavioural economics (W10): the default bias with organ donation to guide behaviour - is this 
restricting autonomy? As long as individuals are aware of choice options and implications of 
their choice, autonomy is still present (according to Smith 2013)

- Subliminal manipulation is not ethical because its below this level of awareness 

- marketing field: trying to influence rather than manipulate, which refers to changing behaviour 
through underhanded/deceptive/abusive tactics 

- Action: ensure that appropriate controls to limit attempts of manipulation are present, with 
regulatory policy and having the insights of behavioural economics with the source of benefits 



Protection of individual and specific groups who may be harmed 

Need to protect the rights of human subjects in research

- academic research has many bounding constraints, yet this isn't that case for commercial 
practise 

- we can not conduct research on people vulnerable to not having the capacity to inhibit drive to 
consumer - such as kids (where their reward signals are developed early, but control systems 
that inhibit this drive to consumer are not fully developed, often why teens are seen as 
impulsive, or addicts (that struggled to place control over their drive to perform action)

- Action: age limits of 16/18 are placed on commercial research 

Fully informed consumer consent 

- in academic research, subjects are given all information of the study and its purpose before 
agreeing to participate, yet this doesn't happen often in commercial research 

- NM is trying to get implicit thoughts

- a bias of changing reactions with prior information given before participating, such as previous 
interactions with brand being studied and preconceptions 

- Action: study a whole hour program of tv watching that includes the ad of interest, and don't 
tell subjects which part of the program is actually of interest 

- Issue of financial incentives also playing a role in the role of coercion to participate in study 

Consideration of privacy - in research and commercial practise

A) Prediction of behaviour 

- research is based on group averages, so insights to predicting behaviour are probabilistic, not 
deterministic over individuals behaviour 

B) Privacy of thought and data collected in research 

- there is concern over the potential for research to be on-selled and  used to determine private 
information at level of the individual (such as medical status/emotions/personality traits/
specific thoughts) 

- Action: needs to be controls over data protection, where only group averages in data are looked 
at and there are restrictions that prevent the on-selling of data without individual’s consent 



Accurate representation of NM state of the art insights and technology 

- processes of oversimplification of brain processes (reverse inference problem)

- are fMRI and EEG metric reliable or oversold by NM practises?

- need to have reason in predictions and findings 

- the misrepresentation leads to a mistrust in field of science all together 

- processes of excessive reductionism 

- Action: when using research, need to raise a critical understanding over the interpretation of 
data relating back to consumer processes 


